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STOMP Over WebSocket Messaging Architecture 

http://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/spring-framework-reference/html/websocket.html#websocket-stomp  

WebSocket protocol is categirized into a couple types (text, binary) with the content left undefined while the client 

and server from time to time subject to sub-protocol (a specific type of protocol that defines content). While you can 

leave sub-protocol ignored, you'll need to have a good understanding on how to interpret messages in both client and 

server.  

1. Outline of STOMP 

Being a simple messaging protocol developed for script languages such as Ruby, Python and Perl, STOMP 

offers specific portion of the patterns most commonly used in the messaging protocol. STOMP can either be used for 

TCP, WebSocket and other bi-lateral streaming network protocols that are highly reliable.  

Note that STOMP is a frame-based protocol modeled on HTTP. The frame is structured as follows:  

COMMAND 

header1:value1 

header2:value2 

  

Body^@ 

Commands SEND and SUBSCRIBE are available for client to send or subscribe a message, respectively. The 

commands require the header "destination" to refer to the source of messages sent and subscribed.  

Refer to the following example to request purchase of stock shares.  

SEND 

destination:/queue/trade 

content-type:application/json 

content-length:44 

  

{"action":"BUY","ticker":"MMM","shares",44}^@ 

Refer to the following example for how to subscribe stock quotes.  

SUBSCRIBE 

id:sub-1 

destination:/topic/price.stock.* 

  

^@ 

What destination signifies is left undefined in STOMP spec, meaning a destination can be defined in any string, with 

the signification and grammar entirely relying upon STOMP server. However, the following rule is noteworthy as a 

generic example:  

“topic/..” - publish-subscribe (one to many) “queue/” - point-to-point (one to one)  

The key is that the STOMP server commands MESSAGE to have messages broadcast across the entire subscribers. 

Refer to the following for how to broadcast stock quotes.  

MESSAGE 

message-id:nxahklf6-1 

subscription:sub-1 

destination:/topic/price.stock.MMM 
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{"ticker":"MMM","price":129.45}^@ 

Keep in mind that a server cannot distribute an ill-defined message, meaning that messages in server must respond to 

subscription by the specific clients and the Headers“subscription-id” from server and “id” from client must be 

identical to each other.  

So far was the one-o-one for STOMP. You can check out more information in specification.  

See the following for advantages of using STOMP over WebSocket-based application:  

* Standard message format * Application-level protocol with support for common messaging patterns * Client-side 

support, e.g. stomp.js, msgs.js * The ability to interpret, route, and process messages on both client and server-side * 

The option to plug a message broker — RabbitMQ, ActiveMQ, many others — to broadcast messages (explained later)  

The most notable advantage STOMP has over WebSocket is that it offers a programing model equivalent to an 

application, just like the SpringMVC providing a programing model for HTTP in Spring Framework.  

2. Enable STOMP over WebSocket 

Spring Framework offers STOMP over WebSocket via the Modules spring-messaging and spring-websocket.  

You can configure the STOMP WebSocket endpoint subject to  SockJS fallback option as follows. A client can 

access  URL /app/portfolio for an endpoint:  

import org.springframework.web.socket.config.annotation.EnableWebSocketMessageBroker; 

import org.springframework.web.socket.config.annotation.StompEndpointRegistry; 

  

@Configuration 

@EnableWebSocketMessageBroker 

public class WebSocketConfig implements WebSocketMessageBrokerConfigurer { 

  

    @Override 

    public void configureMessageBroker(MessageBrokerRegistry config) { 

        config.setApplicationDestinationPrefixes("/app") 

            .enableSimpleBroker("/queue", "/topic"); 

    } 

  

    @Override 

    public void registerStompEndpoints(StompEndpointRegistry registry) { 

        registry.addEndpoint("/portfolio").withSockJS(); 

    } 

  

    // ... 

  

} 

See the following for how to configure the same in  XML:  

  

<beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"  

    xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  

    xmlns:websocket="http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket"  

    xsi:schemaLocation="  

        http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans 

        http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans.xsd 

        http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket 

        http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket/spring-websocket-4.0.xsd"> 
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    <websocket:message-broker application-destination-prefix="/app"> 

        <websocket:stomp-endpoint path="/portfolio"> 

            <websocket:sockjs/> 

        </websocket:stomp-endpoint> 

        <websocket:simple-broker prefix="/queue, /topic"/> 

        ... 

    </websocket:message-broker> 

  

</beans> 

You can work on either stomp.js or sockjs-client for excess via browser, as follows:  

var socket = new SockJS("/spring-websocket-portfolio/portfolio"); 

var stompClient = Stomp.over(socket); 

  

stompClient.connect({}, function(frame) { 

} 

You can use WebSocket without SockJS as follows:  

var socket = new WebSocket("/spring-websocket-portfolio/portfolio"); 

var stompClient = Stomp.over(socket); 

  

stompClient.connect({}, function(frame) { 

} 

Note you do not need to define the Headers login and passcode for the STOMP client as they are left ignored or re-

defined. For authentication, see Section 20.4.8, “Connections To Full-Featured Broker” and Section 20.4.9, 

“Authentication”.   

3. When the Flow of Messages STOMP endpoint is configured, the spring application works like the STOMP broker 

against the clients connected to which it send out the messages progressed. The Chapter provides the outline on how 

the message flows within an application.  

The module spring-messaging comprises abstraction based upon the Project Spring Integration and is intended to be 

used as the building block of messaging applications.  

* Message  —  represents a message with headers and a payload. * MessageHandler — a contract for handling a 

message. * MessageChannel  —  a contract for sending a message enabling loose coupling between senders and 

receivers. * SubscribableChannel  —  extends MessageChannel and sends messages to registered MessageHandler 

subscribers. * ExecutorSubscribableChannel  —  a concrete implementation of SubscribableChannel that can deliver 

messages asynchronously through a thread pool. The configuration of STOMP over WebSocket (for both Java and 

XML) is used to create the message flows, inclusive of the following three channels, as follows:  

* “clientInboundChannel” — for messages from WebSocket clients. Every incoming WebSocket message carrying a 

STOMP frame is sent through this channel. * “clientOutboundChannel” — for messages to WebSocket clients. Every 

outgoing STOMP message from the broker is sent through this channel before getting sent to a client’s WebSocket 

session. * “brokerChannel” — for messages to the broker from within the application. Every message sent from the 

application to the broker passes through this channel.  

For instance, the message “clientInboundChannel” may either pass through toward an annotated method for process 

(execution upon request, etc.) or be forwarded to a broker (operation, etc.). With the STOMP destination used for 

simple prefix-based routing, the prefix ”/app” is routed toward an annotated method while the prefix ”/topic” 

or ”/queue” toward a broker.  

When the annotated method contains a return type, the return value is to be sent out to "brokerChannel" as a payload 

of Spring Message, followed by the broker broadcasting the corresponding message to the clients. Broadcasting of 

messages to the destination can be worked in anywhere across the application, thanks to the messaging template. For 
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instance, you can have HTTP POST processing method to be broadcast to the clients connected or the service 

component broadcast stock quotes on a regular basis.  

For a simple message flow example, refer to the following:  

@Configuration @EnableWebSocketMessageBroker public class WebSocketConfig implements 

WebSocketMessageBrokerConfigurer {  

  @Override 

  public void registerStompEndpoints(StompEndpointRegistry registry) { 

      registry.addEndpoint("/portfolio"); 

  } 

  @Override 

  public void configureMessageBroker(MessageBrokerRegistry registry) { 

      registry.setApplicationDestinationPrefixes("/app"); 

      registry.enableSimpleBroker("/topic/"); 

  } 

}  

@Controller public class GreetingController {  

  @MessageMapping("/greeting") { 

  public String handle(String greeting) { 

      return "[" + getTimestamp() + ": " + greeting; 

  } 

} Refer further to the following for description on the message flow of the foregoing example:  

* WebSocket clients connect to the WebSocket endpoint at ”/portfolio”. * Subscriptions to ”/topic/greeting” pass 

through the “clientInboundChannel” and are forwarded to the broker. * Greetings sent to ”/app/greeting” pass through 

the “clientInboundChannel” and are forwarded to the GreetingController. The controller adds the * current time and 

the return value is passed through the “brokerChannel” as message to ”/topic/greeting” (destination is selected based 

on a convention but can be overridden via @SendTo). * The broker in turn broadcasts messages to subscribers and 

they pass through the “clientOutboundChannel”. Refer to the next Chapter for more details on the annotated methods 

including arguments and return values.  

4. Annotation Message Handling 

@MessageMapping annotation is applicable to the methods of either @Controller or @RestController annotated class, 

meaning that such methods can be used for mapping of path-like message destination. You can also express mapping 

shared by every annotated method within a single controller, by way of combination with type-level 

@MessageMapping.  

Destination mapping may from time to time contain Ant-style pattern (e.g. ”/foo*”, ”/foo/**”) and template variable 

(e.g. ”/foo/{id}”, accessible by way of the method factor @DestinationVariable), representing a user-friendly feature 

of SpringMVC. Like SpringMVC does, AntPathMatcher is used for pattern-based destination mapping and extraction 

of template variables.  

The following method factors in the method @MessageMapping are available.  

* Message method argument to get access to the complete message being processed. * @Payload-annotated argument 

for access to the payload of a message, converted with a org.springframework.messaging.converter.MessageConverter. 

The presence of the annotation is not required since it is assumed by default. Payload method arguments annotated 

with Validation annotations (like @Validated) will be subject to JSR-303 validation. * @Header-annotated arguments 

for access to a specific header value along with type conversion using an 

org.springframework.core.convert.converter.Converter if necessary. * @Headers-annotated method argument that 

must also be assignable to java.util.Map for access to all headers in the message. * MessageHeaders method argument 

for getting access to a map of all headers. * MessageHeaderAccessor, SimpMessageHeaderAccessor, or 



StompHeaderAccessor for access to headers via typed accessor methods. * @DestinationVariable-annotated 

arguments for access to template variables extracted from the message destination. Values will be converted to the 

declared method argument type as necessary. * java.security.Principal method arguments reflecting the user logged in 

at the time of the WebSocket HTTP handshake.  

The return value of the Method @MessageMapping, after being converted by  

org.springframework.messaging.converter.MessageConverter, is used as the body of a brand-new message, having the 

same destination with the client message in “brokerChannel” but needs the prefix ”/topic” when transferred. The 

annotation @SendTo message level can be used when you intend to make another designation.  

Meanwhile, you can use the Method @SubscribeMapping annotation to map a subscription request to the Method 

@Controller. Basically compatible with a Method, you can have it accompanied with @MessageMapping annotation, 

being a type-level method, to represent mappings shared message handling method within a single controller.  

You can check the return value of the Method  @SubscribeMapping transfered not to the broker, but to the clients 

connected, in the form of a message, useful when making request-reply message. For instance, you can load an 

application data when the application UI return to the default or you can have a message be sent out to 

"brockerChennel" via the designated destination when the Method  @SubscribeMapping is subject to the Method 

@SendTo.  

5. Sending Messages 

How about an application capable of messaging out the the clients on-line, whenever and wherever you want? You 

can simply send a message from any application component to  “brokerChannel”, most commonly by using  

SimpMessagingTemplate injected. See the following for how-to:  

@Controller public class GreetingController {  

  private SimpMessagingTemplate template; 

  @Autowired 

  public GreetingController(SimpMessagingTemplate template) { 

      this.template = template; 

  } 

  @RequestMapping(value="/greetings", method=POST) 

  public void greet(String greeting) { 

      String text = "[" + getTimestamp() + "]:" + greeting; 

      this.template.convertAndSend("/topic/greetings", text); 

  } 

}  

6. Simple Broker 

While the default message broker serves no further than processing the subscription requests from the client, storing 

the data in the memory and broadcasting the messages to the clients with the corresponding destination, the broker 

effectively subscribes Ant-style destination pattern while staying compatible with the path-like destination.  

7. Full-Featured Broker 

Being one of the most efficient option for start things out, the simple broker is only compatible with limited subsets 

subject to the STOMP commands (e.g. no acks, receipts, etc.), dependent on the messaging loop, not being a good-fit 

for clustering. You can thus upgrade the application to be compatible with full-featured message broker.  

See the relevant STOMP material for how to choose the proper message broker ( RabbitMQ, ActiveMQ, others). 

Install the message broker, activate STOMP, execute a broker and activate STOMP broker relay instead of simple 

broker in the Spring Configuration option for full-featured broker.  

See the following for how to configure activation of full-featured broker:  

http://www.rabbitmq.com/stomp.html
http://activemq.apache.org/stomp.html


@Configuration @EnableWebSocketMessageBroker public class WebSocketConfig implements 

WebSocketMessageBrokerConfigurer {  

  @Override 

  public void registerStompEndpoints(StompEndpointRegistry registry) { 

      registry.addEndpoint("/portfolio").withSockJS(); 

  } 

  @Override 

  public void configureMessageBroker(MessageBrokerRegistry registry) { 

      registry.enableStompBrokerRelay("/topic/", "/queue/"); 

      registry.setApplicationDestinationPrefixes("/app"); 

  } 

}< beans xmlns=“http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans”  

   

  xmlns:websocket="http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket"  

  xsi:schemaLocation="  

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans 

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans.xsd 

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket 

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket/spring-websocket-4.0.xsd"> 

  <websocket:message-broker application-destination-prefix="/app"> 

      <websocket:stomp-endpoint path="/portfolio" /> 

          <websocket:sockjs/> 

      </websocket:stomp-endpoint> 

      <websocket:stomp-broker-relay prefix="/topic,/queue" /> 

  </websocket:message-broker> 

</beans>  

Notable in the foregoing configurations are “STOMP broker relay” where you can forward the messages to the 

brokers to Spring MessageHandler handling the messages. In doing so, the broker establishes itself a TCP link which 

helps the messages forwarded to the external brokers. Establishing a TCP link with the the broker makes forwarding 

of messages to the broker possible, followed by reverse-forwarding of the messages received from the broker via 

WebSocket session, constituting a relay that makes a bilateral forwarding of messages feasible.  

You can add dependency "org.projectreactor:reactor-net" to manage TCP Connection.  

Keep in mind that application components (e.g. HTTP request handling method, business service, etc) is capable of 

sending the message to the broker relay. See Section 20.4.5 “Sending Messages” for how to broadcast the messages to 

the clients of the subscribed WebSocket.  

A broker relay activates the powerful, scalable broadcasting of messages.  

8. The single system TCP connection against the broker retains a connection to Full-Featured Broker STOMP broker 

relay, which is used for the messages from server-side application, not from the receiving messages. Configuration of 

STOMP credentials in establishment of such access is also available (STOMP frame login and passcode header), as 

they are exposed in the attribute of systemLogin/systemPasscode for both Java Config and XML  (The default 

configuration is guest/guest).  

STOMP broker relay generates a new TCP connection for the WebSocket client connected and is capable of 

configuring STOMP credentials for TCP connection, in place of the client. The configuration is exposed in the 

attribute of  clientLogin/clientPasscode for both Java Config and XML (The default configuration is guest/guest).  

STOMP broker relay also receives / sends heartbeat from / to the message broker on “system” TCP connection. The 

interval of reception and sending of heartbeat is upon configuration by user, with the default being 10 seconds. The 

broker relay re-attempts the access every five seconds.  

http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
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Capable of implementingApplicationListener<BrokerAvailabilityEvent>, Spring Bean alerts disconnection / re-

connection of “system” toward the broker. Assuming the Stock Quote Service intended for broadcasting of stock 

quotes, an attempt to send a message can be suspended when no “system” connection is active.  

STOMP broker relay can be configured by the attribute virtualHost in the host header of every CONNECT frame. The 

actual host establishing a TCP connection can be used for a cloud environment with the host providing another cloud-

based STOMP service.  

9. It is very useful to know who have sent the messages in Authentication WebSocket-style application. Establishing 

user identities and connecting thereof to the current sessions by way of several authentication types are thus necessary.  

Authorizations for web application are HTTP-based, where Spring Security protects  HTTP-basedURL of the 

application. With WebSocket session starting with HTTP handshake, URL mapped in STOMP/WebSocket requests 

authorization. With the page where WebSocket connection commences being protected on its own, the user must be 

authorized by the time when handshake takes place.  

With webSocket handshake is generated for a new webSocket session, Spring WebSocket automatically transfers 

java.security.Principal from HTTP request to WebSocket session and the messages flowing via the application of the 

WebSocket session always contain user information in the header. Meanwhile, the Method Controller accesses the 

current user by having the method factor of javax.security.Principal.  

While the STOMP CONNECT frame contains the headers “login” and “passcode” in it, STOMP WebSocket of 

Spring ignores the headers and expects the user authorized based upon HTTP.  

Unauthorized users are sometimes granted an identity for convenience's sake. For instance, a mobile application from 

time to time grants an anonymous user (based most likely upon the geographical positioning) an identity, in which 

case the custom handshake handler is used. (see Section 20.2.4, “Deployment Considerations” for examples)  

10. Wisely use User Destinations Application to send the messages out to the desired users. Keep in mind, however, 

that users must be authorized to receive messages so that their user names match the corresponding sessions. See the 

foregoing section for how to have users authorized.  

Use the prefix /user/ to have the destination identified. For instance, you client may subscribe the destination 

/user/position-updates. Your destination is processed by UserDestinationMessageHandler and converted into the 

destination unique to the concerned session of the user (e.g. /user/position-updates-123). By doing so, you can not 

only provide the destination with a right to subscribe, but also guarantee no intervention by other users.  

When you attempt to send the messages you can have the same destination with /user/{username}/position-updates, 

followd by translation into the unique destination identical to the one falling under the user name designated by 

UserDestinationMessageHandler.  

This signifies that the application regardless of component becomes entitled to send a message to the desired user 

whose destination is known. When the message broker is used alongside the destination, you need to have the queue 

of the unique users inactive, which can be referred to from the document corresponding to broker. For instance, 

RabbitMQ automatically generates an auto-delete queue when a destination such as /exchange/amq.direct/position-

updates is used. Te best example is the client allowing subscription to  /user/exchange/amq.direct/position-updates. 

Note that you can configure ActiveMQ to get rid of the inactive destinations.  

11. ApplicationContext Events STOMP messaging generates one of the following ApplicationContext events. In 

processing one or more such events, the Spring administration component has been developed to implement 

ApplicationListener:  

BrokerAvailabilityEvent — Activated as the broker becomes available/unavailable. While “simple” broker becomes 

available on an immediate basis when run and until it is down, “broker relay” of STOMP may loose connection 

toward the full featured broker when the broker restarts. With broker having a reconnect logic in it and working 

reconfiguration when the broker is back, BrokerAvailabilityEvent is also activated when the status is changed into 

either 'connected' or 'disconnected'. Thus, components in an application using SimpMessagingTemplate must not 

subscribe BrokerAvailabilityEvent  and send a message when the broker is not available. When the message is 

delivered, it may from time to time be necessary to get ready to process MessageDeliveryException. 



SessionConnectEvent — Activated when STOMP CONNECT is received, representing a brand-new client session is 

available. Containing session id, user information, and/or customized headers, SessionConnectEvent  is very useful 

when you attempt to track down the client sessions. The components subscribing SessionConnectEvent uses either 

SimpMessageHeaderAccessor or StompMessageHeaderAccessor to wrap the messages. 

SessionConnectedEvent — Activated for very short period of time when the broker sends  STOMP CONNECTED 

frame out after SessionConnectEvent, in response to CONNECT, at which time STOMP session is deemed duly 

connected. 

SessionDisconnectEvent — Activated at the end of STOMP session. DISCONNECT is either sent by the client or is 

automatically activated when webSocket session is close, sometimes per session and sometimes even more than that. 

Keep in mind that the components in a single application must be idempotent against the multiple disconnect events. 

When using full-featured broker, STOMP “broker relay” attempts re-connection to “system” that is transiently 

unavailable. When heartbeats are activated, the client may recognize the broker is not available in less than 10 seconds. 

In this case, the client should implement itself a reconnect logic.  

12. There are no silver bullets for configuration and performances, to which varied influences (size of message, 

volume, application demanding blocking or not, network ratings and other external factors, etc.). The purpose of this 

Section is to outline the basic scaling and provide the configuration options made available.  

In a messaging application, the messages are sent out via channels for asynchronous execution based upon thread 

pools. Configuring such an application requires high level of knowledge regarding channels and messages flow. 

Referring to Section 20.4.3, “Flow of Messages” would thus be of help.  

You can jump-start configuration by establishing thread pools intended to support both “clientInboundChannel” and 

“clientOutboundChannel”, doubling the number of the processors available.  

When the messages are processed mainly by CPU, under the annotated method, the number of threads of 

“clientInboundChannel” must match the number of processors. When the process relies mainly on consumption of IO 

and requires blocking against the database or external systems, you'll need to have the thread pool size increased.  

Note that ThreadPoolExecutor features three major properties being 'core', 'max thread pool size' and 'queue capacity' 

intended for saving when no thread is available.  

You'll get confused when the configurations of core pool size (e.g. 10) and max pool size (e.g. 20) are to be made 

somewhere between 10 and 20 threads. Simply note, however, that all you need to do is to maintain the default, being 

Integer.MAX_VALUE, to let the thread pool queue the additional tasks to the extent not in excess of the core pool 

size.  

You can refer to Javadoc of ThreadPoolExecutor to better understand how queuing strategies can be established.  

It is worth consideration that the thread pool on the “clientOutboundChannel” side is solely relevant to sending 

messages out to webSocket clients. When the clients are from the fast network, you need to secure the number of 

threads equivalent to the number of processors available. When the clients are from the slow network or upon low 

bandwidth that requires extensive occupation for consumption of message, you may from time to time need to cause 

the thread pool size increased.  

You can easily predict the level of loads against “clientInboundChannel”, associated with the role of the application. 

You need to take various factors into consideration to decide how to configure ”clientOutboundChannel” as it is 

something beyond the control of application. A couple of additional properties, being “sendTimeLimit” and 

“sendBufferSizeLimit” are there to help you in this connection as they decide how long the transfer of message is 

permitted and how may data become subject to buffers while the messages are transferred to the concerned client.  

You can easily think of the fact that a single thread is involved in transferring messages to a client, with the additional 

messages subject to concurrent buffers and those additional properties are left configurable by users. You can refer to 

Javadoc of XML schema for more information.  

Refer to the following for the coding example:  

@Configuration @EnableWebSocketMessageBroker public class WebSocketConfig implements 

WebSocketMessageBrokerConfigurer {  



  @Override 

  public void configureWebSocketTransport(WebSocketTransportRegistration registration) { 

      registration.setSendTimeLimit(15 * 1000).setSendBufferSizeLimit(512 * 1024); 

  } 

  // ... 

}< beans xmlns=“http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans”  

   

  xmlns:websocket="http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket"  

  xsi:schemaLocation="  

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans 

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans.xsd 

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket 

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket/spring-websocket-4.0.xsd"> 

  <websocket:message-broker> 

      <websocket:transport send-timeout="15000" send-buffer-size="524288" /> 

      <!-- ... --> 

  </websocket:message-broker> 

</beans> You may wisely configure sending of WebSocket to set the maximum volume of the incoming STOMP 

messages. You technically have no restriction in volume of the WebSocket message, but that's not the case in the 

actual WebSocket server (Tomcat and Jetty set themselves the volume constraint at 8K and 64K, respectively. It is 

thus common to see those STOMP clients, such as Stomp.js, segregate the incoming STOMP messages into a total of 

16K boundaries, followed by transfer of them to the multiple number of webSocket messages, buffering of messages 

and recombination.  

Keep in mind STOMP over webSocket of Spring is capable of all these procedures, where you can set the maximum 

volume of the incoming messages regardless of the configuration set unique to the webSocket server. If you need to 

have the webSocket message size exceed 16K, you should check and make sure the auto-configuration for the 

maximum incoming volume is made accordingly.  

See the following for the coding example:  

@Configuration @EnableWebSocketMessageBroker public class WebSocketConfig implements 

WebSocketMessageBrokerConfigurer {  

  @Override 

  public void configureWebSocketTransport(WebSocketTransportRegistration registration) { 

      registration.setMessageSizeLimit(128 * 1024); 

  } 

  // ... 

}< beans xmlns=“http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans”  

   

  xmlns:websocket="http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket"  

  xsi:schemaLocation="  

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans 

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans.xsd 

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket 

      http://www.springframework.org/schema/websocket/spring-websocket-4.0.xsd"> 

  <websocket:message-broker> 

      <websocket:transport message-size="131072" /> 

      <!-- ... --> 

  </websocket:message-broker> 

</beans> The key to scaling is that you need to make sure multiple application instances are used, which is not 

possible with the conventional simple broker. If you come to use the full-featured broker such as RabbitMQ, you may 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
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have each application instance be connected to the broker and the messages be broadcast to other webSocket clients 

by way of that broker.  

13. Testing Annotated Controller Methods.    A couple of accesses are available in STOMP over WebSocket, the 

first being Server-side Test where the functions of the controller and annotated message handling method are verified 

and the second being end-to-end tests related to operation of both client and server.  

You need to note that those couple approaches are not complimentary to each other as their testing strategies are polar 

opposite to each other. While the Server-side Tests are more concentrated and easy to maintain, the End-to-end 

integration features more effective means of testing but related even more to preparation and maintenance.  

The simplest means of server-side test is to prepare the controller unit tests, which is not applicable to all sorts of 

controllers which depends too much on annotations. When working the server-side test, you need to keep in mind the 

unit test is not capable of working that on.  

The most optimal form of calling controllers must resemble runtime where the controller processes HTTP request in 

SpringMVC Test framework, signifying that the Spring Framework must call the annotated controllers with no Servlet 

container involved. There are a couple options available in this regard, being “context-based” and “standalone” setup.  

You'll need to load the actual Spring configuration, with the help of Spring TestContext framework, having 

“clientInboundChannel” injected in the test field, by which the message is transferred. In doing so, you need to 

configure the minimal number of Spring framework infrastructure (SimpAnnotationMethodMessageHandler), 

followed by transfer of messages to the controller. Those couple scenarios are demonstrated in the tests for the stock 

portfolio sample application.  

You have another option for generating the end-to-end integration tests, for which webSocket server can be run in the 

embedded mode. The access is made by the webSocket client in charge of transferring messages containing STOMP 

frame. For instance, the test for stock portfolio sample application is the embedded webSocket server using Tomcat 

and applies the simpliest means of STOMP client for the purpose of testing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


